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Abstract
Organisms are hierarchically organized, both structurally and behaviorally, where one level is
defined to be above another level if the objects from the latter are combined together to make
objects of the former level. I say that such a pair of levels is a combinatorial system. To understand
organisms will require appreciating the relationships between all pairs of adjacent hierarchical levels
in the towers of hierarchical levels found in organisms. In particular, for any pair of adjacent
hierarchical levels, a key question is, (1) What rules govern how objects from the lower level (the
components) combine to make objects at the higher level (the expressions)? For example, what are
the rules dictating how bird syllables are combined to make songs? Or, what are the rules governing
how cells combine to instantiate higher level organism functions? Another question is, (2) Are there
universal laws governing hierarchical complexity in systems of the same type, in the sense that two
combinatorial systems of the same type will share the same rules? For example, if one bird can sing
twice as many songs (expressions) as another bird, what can we say, if anything, about how many
syllable types (component types) they have? If there are universal laws of hierarchical complexity
for bird vocalization—a “universal grammar”—then it may be possible to say something; if there
are no universal laws, it may not. A more general kind of question is, (3) What kinds of such
“rules of grammar” for combinatorial systems are found in nature, and why do systems have the
kinds of rules they have? This latter question is not concerned with the particular details of the pair
of levels—e.g., whether it is structural or behavioral—but on the underlying principles governing
adjacent hierarchical levels. The main task of this research is to ask and begin to answer these three
questions.
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1 Introduction
If you have ever programmed on a computer, you will know that for most programming languages
there is a “main” procedure, in which the primary structure of the program is written. Within this
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main procedure, other procedures are called. Perhaps the program’s task is to carry out certain manipulations on a list of numbers, and one of the procedures called within the main procedure sorts
any list of numbers, another procedure averages any list, and another finds the variance of a list.
The main procedure is, then, built out of a combination of “component” procedures. Each of these
procedures, in turn, calls other procedures, and they, in turn, call others. At some point, procedures
call primitive procedures, which are procedures that are part of the programming language itself,
and the programming language knows what these commands mean without needing any programming instructions. This is just to say that programs are written hierarchically. Not only is computer
software hierarchically organized, so is computer hardware. At its lowest level, computer hardware consists of primitive components such as wires, resistors, capacitors, inductors and solid state
devices. Combinations of these make higher level hardware such as transistors, and combinations
of transistors and other components can make logic gates, which in turn can be strung together to
carry out complex hardwired programs or general purpose microprocessors. Computers are, then,
comprised of “towers” of hierarchical levels. And such hierarchical organization is true of most
artifacts.
Hierarchies abound in the brain and biological sciences as well. Consider human language. Sentences are built from words, words built from phonemes, and phonemes from muscle contractions
in the face, tongue and throat. In organisms, base pairs combine to make codons, codons combine to
build exons, which combine to make genes, which combine to determine, say, cell types, and cells
are put together to implement higher level organism functions, and so on. Therefore, organisms are
also comprised of towers of hierarchies, and to understand organisms requires understanding what
the hierarchical levels are, and how they relate to one another.
For artificial systems we happen to be more confident of where the hierarchical levels are and
of what the principles governing the relationship between levels are; we are confident because
we (as a culture) built them. But for organisms we must figure out what the levels are and what
the underlying principles are. While we may intuitively feel we can with some confidence just
“see” where they are—as we just did above for language and genetics—what we need are clear
methodological guidelines for such a determination. Furthermore, we need to define what we really
mean by a hierarchical level. And we would also like a framework within which we may think
about the relationships between hierarchical levels.
   
First, what is a hierarchical level? There are many definitions one may have
but let us try
to capture whatever it is we were informally referring to above. The key idea behind hierarchy
above was that objects of the lower level are put together to make objects at the higher level, and,
in particular, are put together in a combinatorial fashion. That is, objects at the lower level are used
as if they are symbols in a language, and they may be combined to obtain a “combinatorial explosion” of objects at the higher level. Therefore, adjacent hierarchical levels are, under this notion of
hierarchy, combinatorial systems, or systems where “words” or components of some kind—namely
the lower-level objects—combine to make “sentences” or expressions of some kind—namely the
higher-level objects. By ‘expressions’, I will mean expression types, unless otherwise stated.
Let us consider a simple combinatorial system. Suppose the system allows just two types of
component (i.e., the lower-level object): ‘0’ and ‘1’. We will say that 
. We will also suppose
that the system’s expressions are as follows:
‘

’, ‘  ’, ‘ ’, ‘ 

’, ‘  ’, ‘   ’, ‘   ’ and ‘    ’.

I.e., there are  expressions, and the length  of these expressions is three. How do we know
whether a system is combinatorial? To start, is this simple system above combinatorial? It sure
seems like it is, since with only two component types the system is able to get eight expressions.
However, this is not so straightforward. To really know whether a system is combinatorial actually
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requires some understanding of the rules, or grammar, governing the system. If we knew the grammar, we could immediately tell whether the system is combinatorial, and thus whether the two levels
count as distinct levels. In describing to you the simple system above, I was careful not to tell you
what grammar governs it. All you know is that there are those eight expressions built from the two
component types. If we were to learn that the system follows the rule, “Combine any components
into sequences of length three,” then we would know that the system is combinatorial. We would
know this because the number of expressions  would then be related to the number of component
types  and expression length  by  , and, so long as  , increasing the number of
component types would disproportionately increase the number of expressions. For example, if just
two new component types were added, namely symbols ‘2’ and ‘3’, then the number of expressions
in the system would increase from ! "# $ to %"# & % . Alternatively, we might instead learn that the
grammatical rule is, “For every component type there is just one other component type with which
it may be combined, and combined in any order up to length three.” For example, suppose that two
new component types are added, making ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’ the repertoire of component types. But
suppose also that ‘0’ and ‘1’ may be combined only with one another, and similarly for ‘2’ and ‘3’.
The expressions emanating from ‘0’ and ‘1’ are the same eight we saw earlier, and from ‘2’ and ‘3’
the eight new expressions
‘222’, ‘223’, ‘232’, ‘322’, ‘233’, ‘323’, ‘332’, and ‘333’
can be formed. Doubling the number of component types under this second possible grammar
would
only double the number of expressions
from 8 to 16, and generally, the equation is '
(
(
) !* !  . For   + , we have  ,) ! * $- % , and thus  and  are directly proportional to
one another, or . . Thus, if this second possible grammar applies, the system is, despite first
appearances, not combinatorial at all. The components and expressions would accordingly not be
at distinct hierarchical levels; rather, they would comprise the structure within just one level.
Getting access to the grammar of a system is rarely straightforward; they are not written on a
system’s sleeve. If we do not have access to the grammar, is there some other way to determine
if the system is combinatorial? There is, if it is the case that systems of the same type follow
the same grammar; that is, if there are universal laws governing the relationships between levels
for all systems of the same kind. If this is the case, then we can look at other combinatorial
systems of the same kind to inform us on the nature of the grammar they share. In particular, for a
combinatorial system, doubling the number of components should more than double the number of
expressions. If a system is not combinatorial, however, then doubling the component types should
only double the number of expressions. Said differently, a system is combinatorial when the number
of component types scales disproportionately slowly compared to the number of expressions, and
a system is not combinatorial when the number of component types scales up proportionally with
the number of expressions. To determine whether a system is combinatorial, then, it suffices to
know about what other systems of the same type but of different number of expressions would
look like. That is, it suffices to look at many systems of the same type in order to see how the
number of component types  scales up as the number of expressions  increases. If there exists a
universally-conformed-to grammar by systems of the same kind, then the nature of the scale-up of
 should be law-like. However, another possibility is that systems of the same kind do not conform
to similar underlying grammars; when systems of that kind have many more expressions, they also
tend to have completely different grammars in operation. If this were so, then looking at the scaling
behavior of  versus  should not appear law-like, and will be uninformative in regards to whether
or not the particular system of interest is or is not combinatorial.
We can in this way—i.e., by looking for law-like scaling behavior for  as a function of  —
judge whether two levels are truly at distinct hierarchical levels, and not just part of the structure
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found at a single level. We do not need to know the grammar. However, once we have the scaling
relationship between the number of components and the number of expressions in a kind of system,
the particular nature of the scaling relationship will give us, if it is law-like, a strong indicator as
to what the underlying grammar is. The scaling relationship between / and 0 is, then, not only
useful for answering the question of whether there are distinct hierarchical levels; the relationship
also can enable us to recover the grammar governing the system itself. The grammar encompasses
the fundamental principles of the hierarchical organization of the system in question, and is thus
something we would like to discover for hierarchical systems in organisms and behavior.

2 Possible hierarchical laws
We saw in the previous section that by looking across multiple systems of the same kind and seeing
how the number of component types / scales up as the number of expressions 0 increases, we can
(i) determine whether the scaling relationship is law-like and accordingly whether there is therefore
a single grammar universally applying to systems of that kind, (ii) decide whether the system is or
is not combinatorial on the basis of whether / grows disproportionately slowly than 0 , and (iii)
from the particular details of the law-like relationship acquire a strong hint as to what the grammar
for that kind of system is. In this section we consider some of the possible relationships between
the number of component types and the number of expressions. We will use this taxonomy when
we look at a number of actual systems in the following section.
Let us suppose that a given kind of system does have some grammar that universally applies
to all systems of that kind. That is, the grammar possesses the rules governing the possible ways
components may be put together to make expressions. Recall that if there are / component types
and the length of an expression is 1 , then there are 023/4 expressions. Actually, though, this
is how many expressions there would be if (i) the expressions are linear sequences, and (ii) every
possible sequence is grammatical. More generally, the structure of an expression might not be sequential (e.g., consider muscle-firings combining into a behavioral expression, where many muscles
fire simultaneously), and not every possible combination may be allowed. In general, then, we can
only expect that the number of expressions will be proportional to /4 . That is, we can generally
only expect 0 2 5/ 4 , for some constant proportional factor 5 capturing the fraction of all possible
sequences that are actually expressions. Since we do not much care about the constant 5 , we usually write this as 076/ 4 . This is still not quite right: This only holds if each possible “slot” for
a component in an expression may be filled without regard for the components in the other slots.
In actual systems it may be the case that if you put symbol 8 in slot 1, then 9 must go in slot 2.
There will very often be such dependencies, and this reduces the “effective” length of an expression, the intuition being that such dependencies reduce one’s freedom to build an expression from
1 down to something lower. Thus, generally, the effective length of expressions in a system may
actually be lower than the number of components in the expressions. This “effective length” I call
the combinatorial degree, : ; more effective length means a greater degree of “combinatorial room”
for building expressions. So, for systems governed by the same grammar, we expect that 06 /; .
That is, we expect that there is a fixed proportionality factor relating 0 and / ; . Accordingly, if
we find that in a kind of system 076</; , it will be reasonable to presume that the proportionality
factor is constant because the grammar is constant across the systems. We should recognize that it
is possible, however, unlikely, that the grammatical rules could be different for every system of the
same type so long as the grammars maintain the identical proportionality constant. I will also suppose that combinatorial degree and expression length are proportional to one another, even though
the former may be less than the latter.
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To sum up the last few thoughts, if a kind of system is governed by a universal grammar, then we
expect that when we look at systems of that type, we will find conformance to the proportionality
=>?@
, where A is the combinatorial degree (or the “effective length”). Suppose that we have
access to the number of component types and the number of expressions for a variety of systems of
?
=
the same type (as we do in the systems of the next section). If we plot versus , what relationships
would fit within this universal-grammar (or invariant grammar) possibility? It turns out that there
are a few kinds of quantitative relationships one could see, any of which would suggest that there is
an invariant grammar. To see this, just imagine how one might increase the number of expressions
in a combinatorial system with two component types that may be combined in any fashion into
sequences of length three. It has eight expressions now. The most obvious possibility is to increase
the length of the allowable expressions: an increase from 3 to 4 ups the number of expressions from
8 to 16. The other obvious way is to just increase the number of component types: an increase from
2 to 3 increases the number of expressions from 8 to 27. A third possibility is to do both: increase
the length and the number of component types. These options provide the basis for the following
?
=
list of possible relationships between and that we might expect if there is an invariant grammar
=<>? @
(i.e., if
).
Possibility (a):

?

related to

=

via a power law

The first possibility I will describe is that, as the number of expressions increases, the combinatorial degree stays constant, and, instead, only the number of component types increases. For
example, consider bird vocalization, where syllables combine together to produce songs. Possibility (a) is that birds with more songs in their repertoire have more syllable types with which they can
=>7?@
is something we
compose songs, not longer songs. Since A is constant, the relationship
call a power law (which holds for any equation of the form BDCE FHG , where E and I are constants).
?
=
?>=KJ L @
. If one expects data
If one plots versus , one expects the data to fit the power law
to conform to a power law, one plots the data on a log-log plot, i.e., one plots the logarithms of the
data rather than the data itself. The reason this is useful can be seen by taking the logarithms of the
power law equation, in which case we get

M N OHP ?RQ
where

S

C

M N OHP S = J L @ Q T

is a proportionality constant. This can be manipulated into

M N OUP ?RQ
C

M N OHP S QUV M N OHP = J L @ Q T

which can be changed further into

MN H
O PR
? Q

P W X Q MN U
O PK
= QUV M N OUP S Q Y
A
MN H
O PR
M N OHP =KQ
? Q
If we plot
on the B axis against
on the F axis, notice that the equation is actually of
C

the form

V T
BZC\[DF
I
W X
M N OHP S Q
A and B -intercept of
i.e., an equation for the line, with slope []C
. Thus, if a kind of

system has a universal grammar, and if a greater number of expressions is achieved by increasing
?
=
only the number of component types, then we expect a log-log plot of versus to be fitted by a
straight line. Furthermore, since the combinatorial degree A must be greater than or equal to one,
W X
A must be less than or equal to one and greater than or equal to 0; i.e., the slope of the best-fit line
of the plot should be in the interval [0,1]. Slopes nearer to zero imply greater combinatorial degree;
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greater combinatorial degree, thus, allows the number of expressions to increase without having to
increase the number of component types very quickly. If the combinatorial degree is high enough,
say ^ _ _ _ , then `a7bKc d c e e e , in which case ` will be effectively constant as b increases, since
^ f^ _ _ _ is so close to zero. As the slope increases toward one, the combinatorial degree falls toward
one, and ` must increase more and more quickly as b increases. When the combinatorial degree
equals one, the system can no longer be said to be combinatorial at all, since now `a<b ; in this
case there is no distinct hierarchical level.
Possibility (b): `

is constant

The second possibility to consider is that the number of component types ` stays constant, and
only the combinatorial degree (think: length) g increases as the number of expressions b increases.
In the bird vocalization example, greater song repertoires would be made possible not by increasing
the number of syllable types, but by increasing the combinatorial degree, or the effective length, of
each song. For a plot of ` versus b , we simply expect ` stay constant. To understand how fast the
combinatorial degree must increase, consider that the relationship between the variables under the
assumption of an invariant grammar is b<h i`j , but now ` is a constant and g is variable. Taking
the logarithms of both sides, we have

k l mHn
Since i and `

bKoph

k l mHn

ioUqrg

k l mHn

`Ro s

are constants, we can simplify this to

gZa

k l mHn

bKo

(supposing b is sufficiently large). That is, within this possibility for an invariant grammar, ` is
invariant, and the combinatorial degree grows logarithmically with b . As mentioned in Possibility
(a) above, when Possibility (a) is true and the combinatorial degree is very high, then ` will grow
so slowly that it will seem constant. Thus, finding that a kind of system has ` that does not increase
with b could mean that either Possibility (a) or (b) applies. To distinguish between them one
would need to acquire data on how the combinatorial degree changes with increasing expression
complexity, e.g., by using the average number of components per expression as a measure.
Possibility (c): `

related to b

via a logarithmic law

Possibilities (a) and (b) are the two extreme possibilities; in (a) ` increases and g is invariant,
and in (b) g increases and ` is invariant. The third possibility is a compromise between these two,
namely that both ` and g increase as b increases. For bird vocalization this would mean that birds
with a greater number of songs have both more syllable types and effectively longer songs. What
relationship would we expect if systems of a kind increased their number of expressions in this way?
First, note that we expect the number of component types ` to increase more slowly than any power
law, because if ` increased as a power law, Possibility (a) would apply and the combinatorial degree
would not need to increase. Similarly, we expect the combinatorial degree to increase more slowly
than logarithmically with b , since if it increases logarithmically, Possibility (b) would apply and
the number of component types would not need to increase. One natural possibility is that ` scales
k l mHn
bKo —which is slower than any power law relationship
up logarithmically with b —i.e., `3a
with a positive exponent. In this case, how fast must g increase? Considering again our scaling
relationship for the case of an invariant grammar, we have

b<h i` j t
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for some constant proportionality u , and now where neither v nor w is constant. Under the assumption that v x y{z | }H~ K (with y a constant), we can solve for w in terms of  as follows.

z | }H~ Kpx z | }H~ uUrwpz | }H~ vR 
z | }H~ Kpx z | }U~ uUwpz | }U~ y#z | }U~ K  
z | }H~ Kpx z | }H~ uUw z | }U~ yUz | }H~ z | }U~ K  
wH z | }H~ yUrz | }H~ z | }H~ K  Ux z | }H~ Krz | }H~ u 
z | }H~ Kz | }H~ u
wKx

z | }H~ z | }H~ K Uz | }U~ y
which for sufficiently large  scales as
wK

z | }H~ K
z | }H~ z | }U~ K  

If a kind of system falls within this possibility, then v should scale proportionally to z | }H~ K , and
thus a plot of v versus z | }H~ K is expected to be a straight line. On a log-log plot, the data are
expected not to be straight, but, instead, to increase but with ever-decreasing slope as  increases.
The instantaneous slope is a measure of the inverse of the combinatorial degree of the system at that
stage.
Possibility (d): v

and 

are not related in a simple law-like way

I had stated earlier that if there is a universal grammar applying to all the systems of the same
kind, then we should expect law-like behavior. We have seen the three principal kinds of law-like
behavior that are possible for a universal grammar-bound kind of system. However, it turns out that
it is possible, in principle, for the relationship between v and  to nevertheless be non-law-like.
This would happen if increasing numbers of expressions were sometimes achieved via increasing
the number of component types (Possibility (a)), sometimes via increasing the combinatorial degree
(Possibility (b)), and sometimes via increasing both (Possibility (c)), with no universal trend in
which of these possibilities is followed by any system. For bird vocalizations, this would occur if
some birds obtained more songs via increasing the number of syllable types, some by increasing the
effective song length, and some by doing both, and which of these is used by a bird is not a function
of  . The behavior of a plot of v versus  would, under this possibility, not be law-like. However,
there are still things we should expect. First, we expect that as  increases, so should the variance
in the number of component types v . This is because some systems will have low v , but some of
them very high values for v . (Actually, in particular we expect the variance of the logarithm of v
to increase; the variance of v is expected to increase in the Possibility (a) and (c) as well, merely
because it is getting larger.) Second, if we can acquire combinatorial degree or expression length
information from individual systems, then we can simultaneously plot v versus w versus  in a
three dimensional plot, and since they are constrained by the invariant-grammar equation,  v ,
we expect that points in this space should fall on single two-dimensional surface. The systems I
have studied thus far appear to not be described by this possibility, so we will not discuss this again.
In sum, under the assumption that there is a universal grammar applying to all systems of the
same kind, the four possible relationships between the number of component types and the number
of expressions are these:

 Possibility (a) is that the number of component types v increases only, in which case v is
related to  by a power law with exponent in the interval    .
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 Possibility (b) is that the combinatorial degree  increases only, in which case  does not
increase with  .
 Possibility (c) is that both the number of component types and the combinatorial degree increase, in which case  increases logarithmically with  .
 Possibility (d) is “all of the above,” depending on the particular system, meaning that there is
no nice law-like relationship between  and  .

The grammar not only determines what the invariant proportionality constant is, but it can also
determine which of these Possibilities obtains. For example, it could be that the grammar explicitly
allows only so many components per expression, in which case there would be a maximum length
expression, and a fixed, maximum combinatorial degree; this would lead to Possibility (a). Alternatively, the grammar could be specific to only certain kinds of component, but allow arbitrarily long
expressions composed of them; this would lead to Possibility (b). Or, it could be that the grammar explicitly requires a certain relationship between the component types and the combinatorial
degree, so that if one increases so must the other, in which this might lead to Possibility (c).
While it is possible that the grammar could itself determine which Possibility holds, it is also
possible that the grammar is weak—not making any strong requirements on  ,  or their relationship—
but it is nevertheless the case that one of Possibilities (a), (b) or (c) applies. Why the behavior is one
of these possibilities rather than another would be due not the grammar, but to “extra-grammatical
constraints.” For example, perhaps the grammatical rules allow arbitrarily long expressions, but
there are constraints on how long expressions can be because of the nature of kind of system in
which the grammar is embedded. For example, in English or any natural language words are combined to make sentences, and English grammar allows arbitrarily long sentences, in principle; but
because sentences are uttered by people with limits on the ability to produce and understand sentences, we can expect an upper bound to the combinatorial degree, and thus expect Possibility (a) to
apply. Similarly, extra-grammatical constraints could lead to Possibility (b) if there were some limit
to the number of component types, or (c) if there were some optimal balance between the number
of component types and the combinatorial degree. If there are no grammatical requirements on  ,
 or their relationship, and there are no extra-grammatical constraints either, then we would expect
Possibility (d) to apply: different systems of the same type could choose their own way to increase
expressive complexity.
If there is not a universal grammar applying to the kind of system, then these possibilities are
irrelevant, and many things are possible. It turns out that the data I have so far accumulated can be
accommodated within Possibility (a), (b) or (c), and mainly (a) and (c); thus, the kinds of systems
studied thus far do appear have invariant grammars. It is to the studied kinds of system that we turn
to in the next section.

3 Universal laws are the rule
Let us now look at some actual systems, systems that appear to be hierarchical, and analyze them
in light of the earlier possibilities and discussion. Each system appears to be combinatorial in that
components of some kind appear to combine together to make expressions of some kind; each system thus appears to consist of two distinct hierarchical levels. The kinds of system I have acquired
data for are listed in Table 1, which shows what the components and expressions are for each kind
of system, along with other details we will discuss in turn.
In the following subsections we cover these kinds of system, beginning with artificial systems
like universities and electronic devices, and moving to structural hierarchical complexity in or-
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Table 1: Summary of the kinds of system studied, the components, expressions, which possibility
from earlier (for kinds of systems with universal grammars) the data confirm ((a) through (d)), the
correlation, and the combinatorial degree. When it is unknown whether (a) or (c) applies, correlation
and combinatorial degree are under the assumption of Possibility (a). Correlation is highly significant
(
) in each case. When Possibility (c) applies, the approximate range is shown over which
combinatorial degree values increase.
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ganisms, and spending the remainder of the section on varieties of behavioral hierarchies, from
language to bird song to muscles.

3.1

Artificial systems

Before moving to hierarchical complexity in brain and biological systems, I think it is useful to see
examples among the systems we humans built ourselves. We will see that in some kinds of artificial
systems, systems of the same kind appear to “self-organize” into conformance with universal laws,
there being no central decision-maker dictating this conformance. Although we understand the
workings of any one of these systems, these universal laws governing the kind of system have yet
to be noticed (at least, not until Changizi ), much less explained. However, because we built these
artificial systems ourselves, it will probably be much simpler to understand the universal laws than
it will in brain and biological systems.

ÈÉ Ì

3.1.1

Electronic device user interface

The first kind of artificial system we will look at is electronic devices. Actions on electronic devices
are carried out by the user pressing a sequence of buttons. Button-presses are the components, and
each button is a different type of button-press. Button-presses combine to make device actions,
the expressions. The question is, how do electronic devices achieve more device actions? Does
there appear to be a universal grammar applying to them, and does there appear to be one of the
expected simple law-like curves (or the less simple behavior of Possibility (d))? Is greater expressive
complexity (i.e., more expressions) handled by having more button-press types (Possibility (a)), or
with longer button-press sequences per action (Possibility (b)), or both (Possibility (c))? And if we
find law-like scaling behavior of one of these types, can we learn anything about the grammar by
the specific nature of the plot?
I obtained measurements for four kinds of electronic device: Compact disk (CD) players (n=20),
televisions (TVs) (n=8), video cassette recorders (VCRs) (n=36, averaged from 78) and calculators
(n=17). I measured the number of button-press types as the number of buttons on the device; for CD
players, TVs and VCRs, the number of buttons was taken from remote controls, and for calculators
I limited cases to those without full a-to-z keyboards. The number of expressions here is the number
of actions the device is capable of, and to measure this I assumed that if a device can do twice as
many things as another device, its user’s manual will tend to be roughly double in length. I then
used the number of pages in the user’s manual as a proxy for expression complexity.
Figure 1 shows the data plotted on log-log plots for each of the four kinds of electronic device.
The first thing to notice is that, for each type of electronic device, the trend appears lawlike, implying that there may be some underlying universal grammar—an invariant proportionality constant—driving the scaling relationship between the number of component types and the
number of expressions . The grammar for any kind of electronic device is whatever are the rules
we have learned when we say we know how to use a device. The fact that these plots are law-like
suggests that devices of the same kind use the same grammatical rules; this is why once we learn
how to work one VCR we can work any VCR.
Notice, furthermore, in the plots that in each case the number of button-press (component) types
increases as the number of device actions (expression) increases. This means that either Possibility
(a) or Possibility (c) apply to each of the four kinds of electronic device. Unfortunately, because of
the restricted range of values for the number of button-press types, it is not possible to distinguish
between these possibilities: the plots are practically identical whether plotted on log-log (which
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Figure 1: Logarithm (base 10) of the number of button-press types versus the logarithm of the number
of device actions (the latter measured by the number of pages in the user’s manual), for CD players,
VCRs, TVs and calculators.
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should be linear if Possibility (a) holds) or plotted with just the axis logged (which should be
linear if Possibility (b) holds).
In either case, we can get an estimate of the combinatorial degree from the log-log plot. If
Possibility (a) holds, then the kind of system has an invariant combinatorial degree. If, however,
Possibility (c) holds, then the kind of system has a combinatorial degree that is increasing, and thus
the slope of the log-log plot should progressively decrease. (Recall that the inverse of the slope
in a log-log plot is an estimate of the combinatorial degree.) The slopes of the best-fit lines (via
linear regression) over the entirety of each of the four log-log plots implies combinatorial degrees
of 2.07 for CD players, 1.58 for TVs, 3.95 for VCRs, and 8.77 for calculators. I should reiterate
that if Possibility (c) applies, then it is strictly incorrect to give a single combinatorial degree value
for the kind of device; instead, the combinatorial degree must actually begin lower than the value
mentioned above, and rise above that value. The combinatorial degree estimates from the whole
plot nevertheless give us an idea of the size regime of the combinatorial degree, whether Possibility
(a) or (c) applies. Each of the four kinds of system has combinatorial degree above one, and is
thus truly a combinatorial system; electronic device user-interface languages have (at least) two
distinct hierarchical levels. But we knew this, since we all know, at least implicitly, the grammars
of these electronic devices (i.e., we know how to use them), and know that the user-interface rules
are combinatorial.
Can we make any sense of these combinatorial degree differences for the different kinds of
electronic device? The simplest hypothesis for what explains the combinatorial degree in electronic
devices is the average or typical number of buttons required to carry out a device action. The
combinatorial degree values above, then, may be interpreted as requiring, on average, around two
button presses to carry out a function on a CD player, around one and a half on a TV, around four for
a VCR, and around nine for calculators. At first glance, the difference between calculators and the
other types is expected, since calculators require many more button presses to carry out an action
than do the other kinds of device. I have not attempted to make sense of the differences between CD
players and TVs on the one hand, and VCRs on the other, the latter whose combinatorial degree is
significantly higher, much less have I tried to explain the particular combinatorial degree values for
any of these kinds of system. Where the combinatorial degrees come from, though, seems relatively
clear: they are due to the average number of buttons required to carry out a function on that kind of
device.

3.1.2

Universities

The other artificial system for which I have acquired data concerns universities. In particular, departmental concentrations, the components, are put together by students to make up their academic
degrees, the expressions. Many students just choose one major, but many addend minors to their
degree, and many others have two majors, or two majors and a minor. Because of the students who
choose degrees with more than one departmental concentration, academic degrees can be built in
a combinatorial fashion from departmental concentrations. Since pretty much any combination of
departmental concentrations is typically allowed by any university, the grammar should be the same
across the universities. We thus expect one of Possibilities (a) through (d) to apply.
To see which of these possibilities actually applies, I sought to measure the number of departmental concentration types (e.g., “physics”) and the number of distinct academic degrees (e.g.,
“physics and math”) in a number of colleges and universities. I used the number of departments
at a university as the measure of the number of departmental concentration types. Measurement of
the number of distinct academic degree types is difficult to obtain. As a simplifying assumption, I
supposed that if a university has twice as many students, then there are twice as many distinct kinds
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Figure 2: (A) Logarithm (base 10) of the number of departmental concentration types (measured as
the number of departments) versus the logarithm of the number of academic degree types (measured as
the number of students). (B) Same plot but under the assumption that the number of component types
(i.e., departmental concentration types) scales logarithmically with the number of expressions (i.e.,
academic degrees). The data on the log-log plot conform much better to a line than on the semi-log
plot, suggesting that it is Possibility (a) that applies.
of degrees sought after. The intuitive idea behind this assumption is that students are unique individuals, up to a constant proportion; this is why you always find, no matter how many departments
there are, some student double majoring in two of the most disparate departments, or dissatisfied
with the choices so much that they wish to create their own personal major. With this assumption,
the number of students at the university, being proportional to the number of academic degree types,
can be used as a proxy for the number of academic degree types.
In this way I obtained measures of the number of departmental concentration types (measured
as the number of departments) and the number of distinct academic degree types (measured as the
number of students) for 89 U.S. and Canadian colleges and universities. ² ³ ´ Figure 2 shows the plots
under the assumptions of Possibility (a) (Figure 2, (A)) and Possibility (c) (Figure 2, (B)).
The first thing to observe is that there is a striking law-like relationship followed by these diverse
schools. We expected this because we suspected that different universities have the same grammar
for combining concentrations into degrees: namely, anything goes. And recall that if there is a
universal grammar, then, unless Possibility (d) holds, there is a nice law-like relationship that will
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apply to the systems, although which relationship will depend.
The second observation is that the number of departmental concentration types is clearly increasing, not remaining level. This means that either Possibility (a) or Possibility (c) apply to these
systems. The inverse of the best-fit (by linear regression) slope in the log-log plot (under the power
law assumption) is 1.66 (95% confidence interval [1.45, 1.94]), and is much more linear than the
plot under the logarithmic assumption. Thus, Possibility (a) appears to apply: greater academic
degree types is accommodated not by increasing the combinatorial degree, but by increasing the
number of departmental concentration types from which students may choose. In particular, the
relationship between them is given by µ·¶¹¸»º ¼ ½ º ¾ ¿ . This is not too surprising, since students can
only handle so many concentrations during their four or so years in school, the combinatorial degree
cannot grow much past whatever this upper limit may be; this is an extra-grammatical constraint.
Perhaps, then the combinatorial degree of 1.66 should be close to the average number of departmental concentrations per student. To test this, I arbitrarily wrote to the registrars at Duke University
(because that is where I was), University of Virginia (my undergraduate institution) and Williams
College (where my summer student at the time was from), and asked for data on the average number of concentrations per student. Counting only majors and minors as concentrations, the average
numbers of majors or minors per person at Duke, UVA and Williams College are, respectively,
1.75, 1.17 and 1.39, in the ballpark of the combinatorial degree (which, recall, is the combinatorial
degree measured by examination of the scaling behavior across 89 universities, not just these three
universities). [Averages for Duke and UVA are for Spring semester, 2000. The value for Williams
College is averaged over the average for each year from 1991 to 2000, and has standard deviation
for those ten years of 0.0344.]
It is fascinating to find such universal laws underlying diverse universities over two orders of
magnitude in size of student body. The explanation for this order is, as in electronic devices, a “selforganization” explanation, as there would appear to be no central authority or university guidebook
dictating how many departments there should be given so and so many students.

3.2

Cells and organisms

Organisms are hierarchically organized in structure. What principles, if any, govern these hierarchies? In this subsection I focus primarily on how cells combine to implement higher level functions. We will be interested in looking at trends at the largest phylogenetic scales. So, for example,
if I say that the combinatorial degree is invariant as organisms become more complex, I mean that
there is no largest scale trend in the combinatorial degree.
Organisms are complex systems, and they carry out lots of higher level functions, such as inhaling, chewing, digestion and walking. I will generically call such higher level functions “organismexpressions,” and for now I wish to remain elusive about just what exactly an organism-expression
is. It will turn out that, so long as whatever organism-expressions are, they follow a certain assumption (“assumption À Á Â ”), then we will be able to make progress without having to become
precise about what an organism-expression is. Organisms achieve their organism-expressions via
combining cells into complex structures. Cells are, then, the components. In actuality, most organisms probably have hierarchical levels in between that of the cell and the organism-expression,
but will attempt to look at only these two levels. Our question becomes, “What principles govern
the hierarchical relationship between cells and organism-expressions?” For example, as organisms
become more complex—i.e., a greater number of organism-expressions—does the number of cell
types increase? And if so, in what fashion, Possibility (a) or (c)? And if Possibility (a) holds, say,
then what does the combinatorial degree tell us about the grammar, or about the extra-grammatical
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constraints on the system?
Measurement of the number of cell types was possible due to the work of Bell and Mooers, Ã Ä Å
who acquired estimates from 134 organisms over 31 phyla (namely, plant phyla, animal phyla, fungi
phyla, along with Chlorophyta, Phaeophyta, Rhodophyta, Ciliata, Acrasiomycota and Myxomycota). Measuring the number of organism-expressions is more difficult. Not to mention the problem
that I would like to not commit myself to any rigid, defined notion of an organism-expression. There
are nevertheless two promising strategies toward acquiring a proxy for the number of organismexpressions, the first concerning genomic complexity, and the second concerning organism mass.

3.2.1

Measuring expressive-complexity using coding genome size

The coding genome size is the amount of an organism’s DNA that codes for proteins. Ultimately, it
is this code which possesses the bulk of the information needed for organisms to develop into their
final form, with all the highest-level organism-expressions. Coding genome size should thus correlate with the number of organism-expressions. Note that they cannot be expected to be proportional
to one another since DNA is a code, and so coding genome size should scale up disproportionately
slowly as a function of the number of organism-expressions. Note also that, in principle, it need
not be the case that genome coding size correlate with the number of cell types. For example, it is
a priori possible that the number of cell types could be kept invariant as organisms become more
expressively complex (i.e., the number of cell types does not change as a function of expressive
complexity). Organisms would, in this case, achieve greater expressive complexity via increasing
the combinatorial degree, i.e., by increasing the effective number of cells involved in an organismexpression. This would correspond to Possibility (b). So, although it could be the case that genome
coding size correlates with number of cell types—if, say, Possibilities (a) or (c) apply—it need not.
The only aspect of organisms with which genome coding size would have to correlate is the number
of highest level function expressions, or organism-expressions; something has to code for this information, and it is surely primarily DNA that is responsible, even though we do not yet understand
all that is involved in the connection between these two hierarchical levels.
With this in mind, our first attempt at analyzing the relationship between the number of cell
types and organism expressive complexity is to use coding genome size Ã Æ Å as the measure of number of organism-expressions, where we expect this measure to merely correlate. If the number of
cell types remains invariant as coding genome size increases, then Possibility (b) probably holds:
greater expressive complexity is obtained via increasing the combinatorial degree, not the number
of cell types. If, on the other hand, the number of cell types increases, then this implies that either
Possibility (a) or (c) applies. Figure 3 shows a log-log plot of the number of cell types against the
coding genome size for 8 organisms where both were available in Cavalier-Smith Ã Æ Å and Bell and
Mooers. Ã Ä Å
The number of cell types clearly increases as genome coding size increases, and thus increases
as the number of organism-expressions increases. Possibility (a) or (c) applies, then, to this system. We can first ask, Is this system combinatorial? To answer this, first recognize that genome
coding size, being a code, must scale disproportionately slowly against the number of organismexpressions. Since the slope in the log-log plot in Figure 3 is less than one, number of cell types
scales up disproportionately slowly with coding genome size, and since the latter scales disproportionately slowly with the number of organism-expressions, so must the former. Thus, cells implement organism-expressions in a combinatorial fashion; they do comprise two distinct hierarchical
levels. Note that we cannot conclude that they are adjacent hierarchical levels; there may well be,
and probably are, intermediate hierarchical levels in between.
Can we decide which of Possibilities (a) or (c) applies from Figure 3? We are not able to because
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Figure 3: Logarithm (base 10) of the number of cell types versus the logarithm of the coding genome
size (picograms of genes coding for c proteins)
for some plants and animals (n=8). Coding genome
size
de
cf e
data are taken from Cavalier-Smith. Cell type data are obtained from Bell and Mooers. A similar
plot, but for total DNA rather than coding DNA, appears in Kauffman (Ref. 55, Fig. 13; Ref. 54, Fig.
12.7), motivated by different concerns.
we do not know how genome coding side relates to the number of organism-expressions; all we can
be reasonably confident about is that the former grows disproportionately slowly compared to the
latter, but we don’t know what kind of relationship governs them.

3.2.2

Measuring expressive-complexity using mass

Genome coding size had two downsides. The first we just mentioned, and is that we do not know
how it relates to expressive complexity, other than that they are probably correlated. The second
difficulty is that it is difficult to acquire genome coding size for organisms, and thus the paucity
of data points in Figure 3. It would be convenient if we had some other proxy for the number of
organism-expressions for which (i) their relationship is better understood, and (ii) measurement is
easy. Mass is our answer; more precisely, total number of cells, but since cells are roughly invariant
in size, mass can be used instead of the total number of cells. It is certainly easy to measure mass,
and accordingly there exists plenty of mass measurements in the literature for organisms. Mass is
also advantageous because, under a simplifying assumption, it is possible to relate it to the expected
number of organism-expressions.
Allow me to gloss over the simplifying assumption first, and say how mass relates to the number
of organism-expressions. An organism carries out many organism-expressions. Suppose there are
g
of them. Also suppose that organism-expressions consist of around h cells; this is the expression
g
length. Supposing that every cell is part of some organism-expression, it follows that times h
must equal the total number of cells in the organism. Total number of cells scales proportionally
g
h . Recall also that there is good reason to expect that
with mass, and thus we can say that ikj
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the combinatorial degree l is proportional to m , and so

nporqts

lvu

Now we have a simple scaling equation relating mass to expressive complexity and combinatorial
degree. How mass relates to expressive complexity now depends on the combinatorial degree. Unnworq
der the hypothesis that Possibility (a) holds, the combinatorial degree is invariant, and thus
.
That is, if Possibility (a) holds, then we expect that we may use mass as a proxy for expressive complexity, and we expect the number of cell types to scale up with mass as a power law. Alternatively,
otx y z{ q}| ~"x y z{ x y z{ q}| |
notq x y z{ q}| ~"x y z{ x y z{ q}| | 
if Possibility (c) holds, then l
, and so
. Benworq
cause the combinatorial degree term scales so slowly, it is it is approximately the case that
.
Thus, mass can be used as a proxy for the number of organism-expressions whether Possibility (a)
or (c) applies. Possibility (b) is not an option here because we already know from Figure 3 that the
number of cell types increases with expressive complexity.
Before using mass as a proxy to ask which of Possibilities (a) and (c) describe organisms, we
should examine the above argument for mass as a proxy in more detail. I have implicitly made a
simplifying assumption. Before stating it, let me first provide an intuition pump. Consider calculators for a moment. They are, for the most part, made to be as small as possible subject to the
constraints that they can do all the functions they are made for, and that humans can actually punch
the buttons. Calculators with more buttons are, in order to fit all the buttons, typically physically
larger. Now here is my intuition pump question? If a calculator has more buttons than another
calculator, and has some novel type of button, then how many buttons of this novel type does it
have? Just one. That is, when new functional buttons are added to calculators, just one is added, not
multiple copies. [For the purposes of this discussion, it is not helpful to remember our earlier study
of calculators. Our task then concerned how buttons combine to implement higher-level functions.
For our purposes now I am only interested in just the level of buttons.] Calculators become more
“button-complex” by adding a new button type, not by adding multiple buttons of the same type.
More importantly, it is not the case that as calculators acquire more and more buttons, they add a
greater and greater number of copies of the same button to the device. For example, the following
is not the case:
Calculator   has two buttons, each of a different type. Calculator  adds a new button
type, but puts in two copies, making four buttons, three types. Calculator  adds a new
type, but puts in three copies of it, resulting in seven buttons, and four types. And so on.
The reason this does not occur in calculators is presumably because of the market pressure to minimize the overall size of the calculator subject to the constraints; there should accordingly be no
more buttons than needed. The moral of the intuition is that, if a functional device is under pressure
to minimize its overall size, then as it acquires more functions (or in the case of calculators, more
buttons) we expect it not to add unnecessary copies of the same function; and, in particular, we
expect it not to add an increasing number of copies of the same function.
Let us now consider an analogous idea for organisms. Organisms have organism-expressions in
them that carry out functions of some sort, and they are composed of cells. An organism with more
organism-expression types is more expressively complex. [I have been using “number of organismexpressions” implicitly to mean number of organism-expressions types.] Suppose an organism with
few organism-expressions gains a new type of organism-expression, and in doing so, gains  copies
of it (i.e., devotes enough cells to implement  copies of the expressions). Now consider a much
more expressively complex organism that gains a new type of expression. How many copies of the
new kind of expression does it add? The intuition pump above tried to make it plausible that only
 copies will be added, i.e., just as many copies will be added as in the less expressively complex
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organism. An alternative is that the more complex organism adds more than  copies of its new
expression type, and that still more complex organisms would add even more copies of their new
expressions; it is this alternative that our hypothesis is assuming is not an appropriate assumption.
The simplifying assumption I will call the Copy-Invariance Assumption, and is stated as
As organisms get more expressively complex, the number of times any given organismexpression type is instantiated in the organism does not, itself, tend to change.
Organisms conforming to this would thereby achieve their functionality without having to devote
any more cells than is necessary.
With this Copy-Invariance Assumption, it follows (as discussed earlier) that mass can be used as
a proportional proxy for the number of organism-expressions, and we can proceed and test between
Possibilities (a) and (c). Bell and Mooers    have acquired estimates of the number of cell types
from many organisms, as we mentioned earlier, but they also estimated the mass of the organisms.
Figure 4 shows averages of the number of cell types versus averages for mass for the 31 phyla from
Bell and Mooers.    The first observation to be made is that, as portended by the genome coding
size plot earlier, the number of cell types certainly increases with the current proxy for organism
expressive complexity, namely mass.
Next we need to determine which of Possibility (a) or (c) the data favor. If Possibility (a) holds
for organisms, then we expect the data to be approximately linear on a log-log plot of number of
cell types versus mass, a plot which is shown in Figure 4A. If, instead, Possibility (c) holds, then we
expect the data to be approximately linear when we plot (unlogged) number of cell types versus the
logarithm of the mass, the plot which is shown in Figure 4B. One may see from the figures that the
data fall more linearly under the hypothesis that Possibility (a) holds than under the hypothesis that
Possibility (b) holds. The data therefore appear to confirm Possibility (a), preliminarily suggesting
that at the largest phylogenetic scale organism expressive-complexity is primarily achieved via increasing the number of cell types, not via increasing the combinatorial degree. Also, the exponent
of the power law is 0.0805, which is lower than one, and thus the system appears to certainly be
combinatorial.

3.2.3

The combinatorial degree

Figure 4A has a slope of 0.0805, which leads to an estimated combinatorial degree around 12.
There are two questions we might ask. (i) Why might Possibility (a) apply rather than Possibility
(c)? That is, is there some reason why the combinatorial degree might have remained invariant?
And (ii) why is the combinatorial degree in the rough range of 12? I should point out that we can,
at this point, have little confidence that the combinatorial degree for organisms actually is invariant,
nor much confidence in anything more than the order of magnitude of the combinatorial degree
range. Nevertheless, let us now wonder if there might be answers to these questions, recognizing
that we are engaging in speculation mostly for its own enjoyment.
First let us ask if there might be any reason for the cell/organism-expression system to have invariant combinatorial degree (supposing it is indeed invariant). Recall that from the Copy-Invariance
Assumption we can conclude that wrr  , i.e., mass is proportional to the number of organismexpressions times the combinatorial degree. If  is invariant as in Possibility (a), then

wr
If, on the other hand,  increases sublogarithmically with  , as in Possibility (c), then

 

wr     
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Figure 4: (A) Logarithm (base 10) of the number of cell types versus logarithm of the total number
of cells for plant, animal, fungi, Chlorophyta, Phaeophyta, Rhodophyta, Ciliata, Acrasiomycota and
Myxomycota phyla (n=31). Error bars show standard deviation. Best-fit line via linear regression. (B)
Number of cell types versus logarithm of the total number of cells for same data as in (A).
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and thus mass of organisms must scale up more quickly as expressive complexity increases. Finally,
if increases logarithmically with , as in Possibility (b), then

and mass must scale even more quickly. Thus, of these three possibilities, organism mass scales
up the least quickly when the combinatorial degree is invariant. Keeping the combinatorial degree invariant, and increasing the number of cell types instead, means that organisms can achieve
greater expressive complexity while keeping their overall size low; they can pack in their functional
expressions into an overall smaller body.
Now, let us ask why the combinatorial degree might be on the order of 10 or so. Organismexpressions, whatever they may be, are almost surely built out of tremendously more than 10 cells;
there are few cases where around 10 cells make up some functional higher level structure. The
combinatorial degree of around 10 is probably, then, not due simply to the number of cells in
an organism-expression. Let us consider organs as a possible candidate example of an organismexpression, although I do not wish to commit myself to organs being the definition of an organismexpression. Organs are obviously built from cells, but they are more usefully considered to be
combinations of tissues; that is the way organs are, in fact, more typically described in histology
textbooks. Assuming that the number of tissue types scales proportionally with the number of cell
types, our plot in Figure 4A can be treated as showing the number of tissue types along the axis,
and the combinatorial degree of around 12 would hold for the hierarchical system of tissues and
organism-expressions. While organism-expressions do not have around ten cells, they may tend to
have around ten tissues. Perhaps, then, organism-expressions are built from tissues as components,
and, on average, around ten or so tissues tends to be involved in the construction of an organismexpression.
I eventually plan on testing this by counting up the number of tissues in higher-level functional
structures—e.g., organs—in organisms across many phyla, and seeing whether there tends to be
around ten or so. In the meantime, as a start I have acquired the number of tissues involved in
63 organs (see legend of Figure 5 for vertebrates from a standard vertebrate histology textbook.
The average number of tissues is 10.52 (
)), indicated roughly by the arrow in the histogram
in Figure 5. This is within the 95% confidence interval of the measured combinatorial degree of
12.42, but I would not make much of this at this point.
Although we have provided some meager evidence toward the conjecture that perhaps the combinatorial degree of around ten is due to tissues combining in groups of around ten into organismexpressions, we have not given any reason for why organism-expressions would have this many
tissue components? Why around ten? One general kind of reason is simply that there may be an
upper limit to how many tissues may be physically packed near one another to make an expression.
For example, imagine that tissues were all spheres of the same size. In that case, one can pack about
12 spheres around one sphere. Tissues are much more convoluted in shape than spheres, but perhaps this packing limit is the driving factor in the combinatorial degree. To overcome this kind of
limit for organism-expressions requiring physical contact of their constituent tissues, tissues would
have to become convoluted and branched, like neurons. [Neurons combine together to implement
higher level neural structures, and since neurons are so branchy they may form expressions built
from thousands of neurons simultaneously contributing. We might therefore expect the combinatorial degree for nervous systems to be very high, and thus the number of neuron types would have to
scale up very slowly as the number of neural expressions increases.]
I have severe doubts that the combinatorial degree for organisms really has remained invariant over the history of life. The reason is that there may be, for more complex organisms but
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Figure 5: Distribution of numbers of tissues per organ in vertebrates. Arrow indicates the mean. Organs used are: heart, aorta, tonsil, lymph node, spleen, thymus, skin, endocrine and apocrine sweat
glands, sweat and sebaceous glands, hair follicle and nail, tongue, submandibular gland, parotid gland,
sublingual gland, soft palate, teeth, lip, esophagus, esophagogastric junction, stomach, gastroduodenal
junction, duodenum, jejunum, ileum, colon, appendix, anorectal junction, liver, gallbladder, pancreas,
olfactory mucosa, larynx, trachea and bronchus, bronchiole and respiratory passages, alveoli, kidney,
ureter, urinary bladder, pituitary gland, pineal gland, parathyroid and thyroid glands, thyroid follicle cells, adrenal gland, testis, ductuli efferentes and epididymis, spermatic cord and ductus deferens,
prostate gland, seminal vesicle, ovary, corpus luteum, oviduct-uterine tube, uterus, cervix, placenta,
vagina, mammary glands, eye, ear, organ of corti.
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not less complex organisms, hierarchical levels between the cell level and the highest, “organismexpression,” level. That is, vertebrates may have hierarchical levels between the cell level and the
top level, but some ancestor may not have. As we will discuss Section 4, when new hierarchical levels are added in between two existing levels, the consequence is an increased combinatorial degree
between the original two levels. Thus, since we might reasonably expect that hierarchical levels
have been added over the history of life, we would accordingly expect the combinatorial degree to
increase. More data and analysis will be needed to search for signs of hierarchy additions.

3.2.4

Ontogeny of cell types versus mass

We have discussed cell/organism-expression hierarchical complexity at the largest phylogenetic
scale. We may naturally wish to know how these hierarchical levels behave during ontogeny. As an
organism develops, its number of cell types increases as does its number of organism-expressions.
How do they scale relative to one another during ontogeny? If we continue to use mass as a proxy for
the number of organism-expressions, then it is relatively simple to obtain measures for expressive
complexity as a function of developmental time. Acquiring the number of cell types in an organism
as a function of time, however, is very difficult. The nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans
provides us with a good starting point: it has only around a thousand cells in all, we know what they
are, and how many there are throughout the worm’s development (Sulston and White in Appendix
1 of Wood Ref. [10]).
Figure 6 shows a log-log plot of the number of cell types in C. elegans as a function of its mass
throughout its gastrulation, which is its primary growth phase; the legend details the 27 kinds of
cell types I distinguished.
The plot appears to strongly follow Possibility (a), but the slope is essentially 1, and thus the
cell/organism-expression system is not acting combinatorially over the developmental stage. If
they were found to act combinatorially, then this would suggest that, at each stage of development,
the worm utilizes its current cell types to, in a language-like fashion, build combinatorially many
organism-expressions. Instead, the plot suggests that this is not the case: cell types are created only
with their ultimate “adult use” in mind. Alternatively, it may be that during ontogeny the CopyInvariance Assumption is no longer justified, in which case we cannot use mass to measure the
number of organism-expressions.

3.2.5

Subcellular parts

As a final topic concerning hierarchical complexity in organisms, we will briefly discuss how subcellular parts implement cellular functions, or cell-expressions (as opposed to organism-expressions).
Over all the kinds of hierarchical system I have thus far studied, there is a tendency for the number
of component types to increase—meaning either Possibility (a) or Possibility (c) applies. Let us
suppose for the moment that this also holds for subcellular components combining to implement
cell types.
With this supposition we may make a prediction concerning the difference in internal complexity between free-living eukaryotic cells (protists) and cells in certain multicellular organisms
(metazoans and land plants). It is plausible that, on average, free-living cells must carry out more
cell functions than cells in multicellular organisms, the latter which may be more specialized and
incapable of certain functions (e.g., reproduction). In other words, one reason cells in multicellular
organisms may have fewer cell-level functions is because the functionality has been pushed up to a
still greater hierarchical level. Another reason is that higher level functionality requires coordination among the lower-level components, which in turn requires constraint; thus, cells in multicellular
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Figure 6: Logarithm (base 10) of number of cell types versus logarithm of total number of cells in C.
Elegans during gastrulation. The scaling exponent is 0.98 (
,
), or nearly 1. Here
I list the cell type distinctions made; in square brackets next to each type I have put (a) the label, if
there is one, for the type of cell from Sulston and White in Appendix 1 of Wood (1988), and (b) the
number of cells of that type. Six kinds of epithelial cell types: (1) main hypodermis [hyp7, 83], (2)
rectal hypodermis [rect, 4], (3) head hypodermis [27], (4) tail hypodermis [hyp8–12, 6], (5) interfacial
[arc, 9], (6) seam [35]. Three kinds of nervous tissue: (7) neuron [302], (8) socket [23], (9) sheath [23].
Ten kinds of mesoderm: (10) head [hmc, 1], (11) anal depressor [mu anal, 1], (12) body [mu body,
79], (13) intestinal [mu int, 2], (14) pharynx [m, 46], (15) sphincter [mu sph, 1], (16) uterine [mu ut,
8], (17) vulval [mu vul, 8], (18) coelomocyte [cc, 6], (19) pharyngeal marginal [mc, 9]. Two kinds of
intestinal tissue; (20) tube [int, 20], (21) valve [v, 8]. Two kinds of gland: (22) g1 [g1, 3], (23) g2 [g2,
2]. Finally, four kinds of excratory cell: (24) exc cell [1], (25) duct [1], (26) gland [2], (27) socket [1].
Data are for hermaphrodite only, and the founder and blast cells were excluded from the analysis.
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organisms should have fewer cell-level functions.
If free-living cells have more cell-level functions, or expressions, at their disposal, and if cells as combinatorial systems increase the number of
component types to obtain greater expressive complexity, then free-living cells would be predicted
to have a greater number of subcellular part types than cells in multicellular organisms. That is, as
cells become members of colonies, their internal complexity should tend to decrease. Analogous
arguments hold for the difference between any kind of free-living unit versus units within colonies.
Preliminary research
(McShea, 2000, 2001; McShea and Anderson, 2001) provides evidence
confirming this prediction. Subcellular part type counts for metazoans and land plants tend to be
significantly lower than that for protists, choanoflagellates and green algae.
However, organisms with a greater number of cell types may, over all the cell types, have a
greater number cell-level expressions than any free-living cell. That is, the total number of cell-level
expressions in a multicellular organism is greater the more cell types there are, and probably greater
than the number of cell-level expressions a free-living cell is capable of, even though the free-living
cell may have more cell-level expressions than any one cell type in a multicellular organism. If
one organism has, over all its cell types, more cell-level expressions than does another organism,
we expect that there must be, over all its cell types, more subcellular part types than does the other
organism. So, for example, we would expect that, over all cell types in human, the total number
of subcellular part types would be greater than the union of all subcellular part types found in C.
Elegans. (This is true despite the fact that each cell type in each organism may have, on average,
the same number of subcellular part types.) This is a prediction I would like to test in the future.

í î ðmî ñ ï

3.3

Hierarchies in behavior

We have now studied hierarchical complexity in artificial systems, and for some of the structure of
organisms. We have not, however, touched on hierarchies concerned with the brain. Although I
would eventually like to study neuroanatomical hierarchical levels, at this point I have concentrated
only on hierarchical complexity in behavioral organization: namely, bird vocalization, human language and mammalian behaviors.

3.3.1

Bird vocalization

Bird vocalization is a convenient hierarchical system within behavior to study because the behavioral components and expressions are relatively easy to distinguish (compared to many nonlinguistic behaviors). In this case, the components are called syllables, and the expressions are
songs. Do birds that have more songs in their repertoire have more syllable types, or do they have
longer songs (and greater combinatorial degree)? Is there a law-like relationship at all?
Figure 7 shows the data for a log-log plot and a semilog plot, and the data clearly conform
better to the log-log plot. Birds appear to increase their song repertoire size by adding new syllable
types, not by increasing their combinatorial degree. In particular, the number of syllable types
scales against number of songs with exponent 0.813, i.e.,
; the 95% confidence interval
is [0.599, 1.027]. The inverse of this exponent gives the estimated combinatorial degree, which is
1.23, with 95% confidence interval [0.97, 1.67]. The combinatorial degree is thus not significantly
different from one, and we should not conclude that bird songs are combinatorial at all. Birds with
twice as many songs tend to have roughly twice as many syllables. This is despite birds having, on
average, around 3 or 4 syllables per song. [Inverse log of the mean of the log number of syllables per
song is 3.72, and median is 3, for 109 birds catalogued by Read and Weary. ] Although syllables
appear to act in a language-like manner to achieve songs, this may be illusory, and syllables and
songs may not be at different hierarchical levels at all.
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Figure 7: (A) Logarithm (base 10) of number of syllable types versus logarithm of number of songs in
28 birds. (B) Number of syllable types versus logarithm of number of songs for the same data. The
birds are: 10 thrush species, ® ¯ ° ± 7 wren species, ® ¯ ² ± 5 male Bewick Wrens, ® ¯ ² ± 1 magpie, ® ¯ ³ ± Tufted and
Bridled Titmouses, ® ¯ ´ ± 1 canary, ® ° µ ¶ ° · ± and Alder and Willow Flycatchers. ® ° ¸ ±
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3.3.2

English throughout history

Just as vocal behaviors are more amenable to measurement in birds than many other kinds of bird
behavior, language in humans is more amenable to study than other kinds of human behavior. In
particular, one of the most natural kinds of hierarchical structure, and a behavioral one at that, is
the word/sentence hierarchical system. Our system will be the English language, and not for one
individual, but for the entire community of English speakers. We will treat the English-speaking
community as an entity that has a word type repertoire and a sentence repertoire. How many word
types—i.e., entries in the dictionary, such as ‘dog’, ‘race’ and ‘the’—does this entity have at its
disposal? And, how many things does entity express using those words? If we could answer those
questions for the current English-speaking community, we would then have one data point. How
may we acquire other data points where the number of sentences in the entity’s repertoire would be
very different, in order to get scaling information? The English-speaking community has grown in
population over time, and accordingly this entity has had more and more things to say. Thus, we
may look at this same English-speaking community over time.
I estimated the growth in the number of English word types by using the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), Second Edition. It is possible to search for years within only the etymological
information for all entries in the OED. In this way it was possible to estimate the number of new
word types per decade over the last 800 years. To obtain an estimate of the growth rate for the
number of sentences the English-speaking entity expresses, I used the number of books published
in any given year as an estimate of the number of new sentences in that year. This would be a
problematic measure if different books tended to highly overlap in their sentences, but since nearly
every written sentence is novel, never having been uttered before, there is essentially no overlap
of sentences between books. This would also be a problematic measure if the length of books, in
terms of the number of sentences, has been changing through time; I have no data in this regard,
but it seems plausible to assume that any such trend is not particularly dramatic. The number of
new books published per year was obtained by searching for publication dates within the year for
literature listed in WorldCat, an online catalog of more than 40 million records found in thousands
of OCLC (Online Computer Library Center) member libraries around the world. In this way I was
able to estimate the number of new books per decade over the last 800 years, the same time period
for which I obtained word type data.
What relationship should we expect between the number of word types and the number of
sentences? First, we know the grammar of English well enough to conclude that it is combinatorial.
The number of word types should, then, scale disproportionately slowly against the number of
expressions. However, the grammar of natural language does not constrain the number of word
types, nor does it constrain how long sentences may be. Thus, if there are scaling laws relating the
number of word types to the number of sentences uttered by the English-speaking community, they
are extra-grammatical constraints. Which of Possibilities (a) through (d) applies?
Figure 8 shows the logarithm of the number of new word types and books per decade over the
last 800 years, measured as described above. Note that the plot shows estimates for the number of
new word types per decade, and the number of new sentences per decade; i.e., it measures ¹º¼» ¹ ½
and ¹ ¾¿» ¹ ½ versus time. The plot does not, therefore, show the growth in the actual magnitude of
the number of word types or the number of sentences. But it is the scaling relationship between the
actual magnitudes of º and ¾ we care about, so what can we do with a plot of growth rates over
time? Note first that the growth rates for each are exponential (this is because the plots fall along
straight lines when the À axis is logarithmic and the Á axis not). If a growth rate for some quantity
Â increases exponentially with time, then this means ¹ Â » ¹ ½\ÃÅÄ Æ Ç . And if you recall your calculus,
it follows that the quantity itself scales exponentially with time, and, in fact, it scales proportionally
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Figure 8: Growth rates in the decades from the years 1200 to 1990 for the number of new English
word types and the number of new English books. Regression equations and correlation coefficients
are shown for each (79 data points each). Unsure etymological dates tend to cluster at century and half
century marks and therefore century and half-century marks tend to be overcounted; accordingly, they
were not included in the counts. The OED is conservative and undercounts recently coined word types;
consequently, the exponential decay region (the last five square data points) was not included when
computing linear regression. I do not have any way to similarly measure the number of word type
extinctions per year, and so I have not incorporated this; my working assumption is that the extinction
rate is small compared to the growth rate, but it should be recognized that the estimated combinatorial
degree is therefore an underestimate.
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with the growth rate: i.e., SUTWV SYX V Z . Thus, Figure 8 has effectively measured the growth in the
number of word types and the number of books. By looking at the growth in the number of word
types compared to that for the number of books, we can determine how the first scales against the
second.
From the figure we can, then, determine that

V\[]X V Z^T_[`T`a b c d c c e f g h i^Tkj c d c c l m f g i n
and

V opX V ZqTkorT`a b c d c c s t h l i^Tkj c d c e m m g i u
We may now solve for [ in terms of o , and we obtain
[_Tko c d c c l m f g i v c d c e m m g i^w o c d e m m x u
The number of word types scales as a power law against the number of sentences, and, unsurprisingly, the combinatorial degree is less than one and thus English is combinatorial. Thus, via some
kind of extra-grammatical, or de facto, constraint, greater expressive complexity was achieved over
the last 800 years not by increasing the combinatorial degree (or average sentence length), but,
instead, by increasing the number of word types with which to build sentences.
The scaling exponent of around 0.2 implies an estimated combinatorial degree of about 5. There
appears to be nothing about the English grammar that implies a fixed combinatorial degree (or
sentence length), much less any particular value of it. What explains this value of 5? [Or, a little
more than 5; see legend of Figure 8 concerning word type extinctions.] It cannot simply be due to
the typical number of words in an English sentence, since there are typically many more words than
that, namely around 10 to 30 words. y e h zYe t {
To make sense of the combinatorial degree, we must distinguish between two kinds of word
in English: content and function. The set of content words, which refer to entities, events, states,
relations and properties in the world, is large (hundreds of thousands) and experiences significant
growth. y e f { The set of function words, on the other hand, which includes prepositions, conjunctions,
articles, auxiliary verbs and pronouns, is small (around 500) and relatively stable through time. y e f {
The scale-invariant combinatorial degree of English suggests that the average number of words per
sentence is invariant. Imagine, for simplicity, that there, on average | places for content words in a
sentence, and } places for function words, and that these values, too, are invariant. (And thus the
average sentence length is |~} .) The total number of possible sentences is then

orTk\_n
where  is the total number of content words in English and  the total number of function words.
| and } are invariant, as mentioned just above, and so is the total number of function words  .
Thus, the equation above simplifies to the power law equation

o`Tku
Also, note that the number of content words,  , is essentially all the words, since it dwarfs the
number of function words; i.e., [_k . Thus, orT_[  , and so,
[_Tkope v Ou
That is, the combinatorial degree is expected to be equal to the typical number of content words
per sentence—not the typical total number of words per sentence—and, up to a constant factor,
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Figure 9: Distribution of numbers of content words per sentence in English. Arrow indicates the logtransformed mean. 984 sentences from 155 authors were measured from texts in philosophy, fiction,
science, politics and history. I chose the second sentence on each odd numbered page. A word was
deemed a function word if it was among a list of 437 such words I generated. A string of words was
deemed a sentence if it represented a complete thought or proposition. So, for example, semicolons
were treated as sentence delimiters, multiple sentences combined into one long sentence by “, and”
were treated as multiple sentences, and extended asides within dashes or parentheses were not treated
as part of the sentence.
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they may be combined in any order. To test this reasoning, I measured the number of content
words in nearly one thousand sentences (see legend of Figure 9). The distribution is log-normal
(Figure 9), and the mean of the logs is 0.7325 ( ¼]½\¾ ¿ À Á Â ); the log-transformed mean is thus 5.401,
and one standard deviation around this corresponds to the interval [2.715, 10.745]. This provides
confirmation of the hypothesis that the combinatorial degree is due to there being five content words
per sentence
But why are there typically five content words per sentence? One obvious hypothesis is that
sentences can convey only so much information before they overload the utterer’s or listener’s
ability to understand or absorb it. In this light, five content words per sentence is probably due to
our neurobiological limits on working memory, which is a bit above five Ã Ä Å Æ ; working memory is
the extra-grammatical constraint for the combinatorial degree of around 5. The fingerprint of our
working memory may, then, be found in the relative rate at which new words are coined compared
to the number of sentences uttered by the English-speaking community.

3.3.3

Ontogeny of language

In addition to studying human language at the level of the entire English-speaking community, we
may study it at the level of an individual developing child. Children combine phonemes into words,
and words into sentences, and they eventually begin to do so combinatorially. We know that developing children learn new phoneme types and word types through time, and thus either Possibility
(a) or (c) apply. Developing children also have an increasing ability to string words together. Ã Ä Ç ÈÉ Ê Æ
It is therefore possible that their combinatorial degree increases through time. However, recall that
the combinatorial degree is operationally measured by determining how the number of component
types scales with the actual number of sentences expressed (namely, the inverse of the scaling exponent), not the potential number of sentences. For all we know at the moment, developing children
could indeed increase their ability to string components together, but they may not actually use this
ability to express all that is within their power, in which case their combinatorial degree may not
increase as fast as their (latent) ability to string words together. To test whether children’s combinatorial degree keeps pace with their ability to combine, we may compare their combinatorial
degree and their expression lengths through development. If combinatorial degree “keeps up” with
expression length, then this implies that children are using their combinatorial powers to the fullest.
If the combinatorial degree lags behind, growing disproportionately slowly, then children may be
able to combine components into longer expressions, as evidenced by their longer sentences, but
they do not actually much use this ability. I present data—for just two children—below for the
phoneme/word hierarchical system and for the word/sentence hierarchical system, each for individual developing children, and we will see that in each case children do appear to have a combinatorial
degree that is increasing as sentence length increases: at any point in development, they use their
productive power to its fullest.
Ontogeny of words and sentences
To study the developing word/sentence hierarchical system in children, I compiled data for the
number of word types and the number of distinct sentences produced by a child named Damon for
41 weeks from 12 to 22 months of age. Ã É Ë Æ The numbers of word types and sentences do not appear
to be related by a power law, as can be seen in Figure 10 by how the plot flattens out, decreasing
its slope. A logarithmic plot (not shown)—i.e., Ì versus Í Î ÏqÐ —appears comparatively linear,
providing support for Possibility (c), which is what we expected.
The plot is probably best interpreted as consisting of two power law regimes. In the first regime
the estimated combinatorial degree is about 1, meaning that the child has not yet begun to treat
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Figure 10: Logarithm (base 10) of the number of word types versus logarithm
of the number of sen;< = >
tences, as produced by one child named Damon from 12 to 22 months. Plot is confined to multiword
utterance ages, which began at about 14 months.
words and sentences as distinct hierarchical levels; it is as if his sentences are all built with just one
word. In the second regime, after the bend, the estimated combinatorial degree increases to around
2.5, meaning that the child has begun using words in a combinatorial fashion to build sentences.
Sentence length data do not exist for Damon, and it is not possible to directly compare his combinatorial degree increase with his sentence length increase. However, this; < is? > consistent with the typical
increases in the mean length utterances of children during this period.
Ontogeny of phonemes and words
;< @ >
To study the developing phoneme/word hierarchical system, I compiled from Velten
the
number of phoneme types and the number of morphemes, as produced by a child named Jean from
11 to 30 months of age. [A morpheme is the smallest meaningful linguistic unit.] Figure 11 shows
the log-log plot of the number of phoneme types versus the number of morpheme types, and one
can see that the slope tends to decrease somewhat through development, meaning the combinatorial
degree is increasing. The plot of (unlogged) number of phoneme types versus the logarithm of the
number of morphemes (not shown here) is comparatively linear, again suggesting Possibility (c), as
we expected. Does this increasing combinatorial degree keep up with the child’s apparent ability
to combine phonemes into words? The combinatorial degree increases from around 2 to around 4,
and scales up well with the maximum number of phonemes per morpheme over this period (Figure
11). This, again, suggests that this child utilizes his combinatorial potential to its fullest. It is as if
the child has so many expressions it wishes to say that it says all that is possible with its abilities at
any time.

3.3.4

Muscles and behavior

In our discussion of hierarchies in behavior thus far, the behavior has been linguistic or vocal: bird
song, English throughout history, and the ontogeny of human language. We have not yet considered
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Figure 11: (A) Logarithm (base 10) of the number of phoneme types versus logarithm of the number of morphemes, as produced by one child named Jean from 11 to 30 months. - . / 0 Morphemes are
the smallest meaningful linguistic unit, and are mostly words in this case. (B) Maximum number of
phonemes per morpheme (a measure of expression length) and combinatorial degree versus logarithm
of number of morphemes. Combinatorial degree is measured from the inverse of the instantaneous
slope (measured via linear regression for a moving window twelve data points wide) from the log-log
plot. One can see that both the maximum number of phonemes per morpheme and the combinatorial
degree increase together, and are well correlated with one another.
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Figure 12: Logarithm (base 10) of the number of muscle types versus logarithm of the encephalization
quotient, for 12 land mammals and for birds. One concern is that humans may have a greater muscle
type count purely because they are much more well studied, and that the correlation may be being driven
by this. Removing human from the plot leads to the equation éëêíìïî ð ñòóõô÷öî ìòò with a correlation
only slightly reduced to øúùúêûìïî ñüöð . Numbers of muscle types were
 taken as the maximum
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counted from
the
following
sources
for
each
animal:
human,
macaque,
cat,
rat, ý  ù   








rabbit, ý     guinea pig, ý  dog, ý  þ  horse, ý    ù ox, ý  ÿ   pig, ý   elephant, ý  þ bird, ý    opossum, ý
Encephalization quotients were computed using brain volumes from Ref. 91-98; and body masses from
Ref. 98-99.
the more run-of-the-mill non-linguistic behaviors.
Behaviors, generally, are implemented via com
plex scores of muscle contractionsý ù  ïÿ  ; muscle-contractions combine to carry out behaviors. The
question, then, is whether or not there is an invariant grammar governing how muscle-contractions
make up behavioral expressions, and if so, which of Possibilities (a) through (d) apply. To attempt to
answer this I concentrated on 12 land mammals (and one bird species), and counted up the number
of muscles types in each (see legend of Figure 12).
The difficulty was in measuring the number of behaviors the animal is capable of. Ethograms
provide one kind of measure, and I have begun to explore the possibility of using them, but in the
research I describe here I use a notion of brain size as a proxy, the idea being that bigger brain
should correlate well with behavioral complexity. Using simply brain volume, however, is not a
good correlated proxy for behavioral complexity because animals with larger bodies tend to have
larger brains even if they do not appear to be smarter. Thus, any interesting notion of brain bigness
that is hoped to correlate with intelligence will have to factor out body mass. The encephalization
quotient does just this, measuring how large the brain is relative to what we would expect given the
animal’s body size. ý ÿ ù Since, across
the higher mammalian taxa, brain volume scales roughly as

the  power of body mass ý ÿ ÿ  the encephalization quotient is       ÿ   , where      is the
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brain volume and  the body mass. The encephalization quotient does, indeed, highly correlate
with the apparent intelligence and behavioral complexity of mammals and birds; however, we do
not know what exactly the relationship is between encephalization quotient and size of behavioral
repertoire. I will make a working, and undefended, assumption that encephalization quotient is
related to behavioral complexity by a power law with some unknown exponent. The encephalization
quotient was computed for each of the 12 mammals and one bird species (see legend of Figure 12).
Figure 12 shows the log-log plot of the number of muscle types versus the encephalization
quotient for the 13 species, and one may observe a law-like trend, with the number of muscle
types clearly increasing. This suggests Possibility (a) or Possibility (c). A plot of the data under the
assumption that Possibility (c) is true (not shown) actually leads to a slightly better fit; also, analysis
of the instantaneous slope of the log-log plot shows significantly decreasing slope as behavioral
complexity increases. These observations allow the tentative favoring of the hypothesis that the
combinatorial degree actually increases as behavioral complexity increases. This is not surprising
since greater encephalization might be expected to allow animals to string together longer and
more complex combinations of muscle contractions (as well as coding for a greater number of
behavioral expressions). I do not have any conjectures at this time for why mammals appear to
follow Possibility (c) in this regard. Is there an optimal tradeoff between increasing the number of
muscle types and increasing the combinatorial degree leading to the scaling relationship?

3.3.5

Further behavioral directions

There are a number of interesting directions I would like to take in the future.
I have, as discussed already, acquired data for how muscles combine together to implement
behaviors, but the proxy for number of behaviors was encephalization quotient, which, at best, is
known to correlate reasonably well with behavioral complexity. Furthermore, encephalization quotient probably best correlates with the highest hierarchical levels of behavior, and there are doubtless
many hierarchical levels of behavior between muscles and the highest level. I would like to acquire
behavioral repertoire size data from published ethograms for many kinds of animal, which exist
for a wide variety of animals including, but in no way confined to, snails and slugs        , squid,    
beetles,     !  true bugs,  " #  birds,  " $  " %  fruit bats,  "   horse,  " "  and monkey.  "   "   The expectation
is that the behaviors recorded in ethograms are at a hierarchical level above muscles but below the
highest level behaviors. For example, ethograms have 120 behaviors for rhesus monkey,  "   111 for
human children (McGrew in Ref. 48), 67 for cat,  " !  and 27 for Leptothorax curvispinosus ants.   # 
Common sense tells us that rhesus monkeys have orders of magnitude more behaviors than 120,
which means ethograms catalog behaviors at a lower hierarchical level, a level nearer to the lowest
level of muscles. I therefore expect that the number of muscle types should scale up more slowly
than the number of ethogram-counted behaviors, which, in turn, should scale up more slowly than
the number of higher level behaviors, as proxied by the encephalization quotient, and I hope in this
way to gain more insight into the rules governing behavioral hierarchies.
It would also be interesting to concentrate on certain behavioral subsystems for a single species,
namely human. The number of human muscle types and number of human behaviors (as estimated by encephalization quotient) gives us only one data point, and no consequent understanding
of humans as behavioral combinatorial systems. But by partitioning human behavior into certain
subsystems, it may be possible to acquire scaling data for how human brains combine muscles into
behaviors. One behavioral subsystem would be the vocal system, wherein there are a certain number of vocal muscles and a certain number of things we do with those muscles. This would provide
one data point. Another behavioral subsystem might be the human arm (not including the hand):
how many muscle types are in the human arm, and roughly how many different things do humans
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do with their arms (e.g., throw, lift, turn, etc.)? As a third example behavioral subsystem, facial
muscles combine to make facial expressions. Other systems include hand, finger and eye. In each
case there is a relevant literature from which it should be possible to get estimates for the number of expressions—e.g., phoneme counts for vocal muscles from the linguistics literature; arm or
hand expression counts from motor disorder literature and the American Sign Language literature;
facial expression counts from the psychology of facial expression literature. Scaling information
obtained from such data could illuminate whether or not the human brain has some characteristic
combinatorial degree for muscle combinations.
Animal colonies is another place ripe for study. Insect and other kinds of colonies are convenient
because the notion of a behavioral component type is relatively easy to define: the set of behavioral
component types just is the set of highest level behaviors of the individual within the colony, i.e.,
what an individual insect can do. Other measures for component types might be the number of
castes, or the number of worker sizes within the colony, the idea being that greater size variability
tends to correlate with greater range of lower level functionality. Data for the latter have been
collected in Jaffe & ' ( ) (and first plotted in Anderson and McShea, Ref. 52), and show a significant
increase in size variability with colony size. An undergraduate student of mine named Michael A.
McDannald has put together two exciting plots, each measuring the number of ant size types versus
the colony size. & ' * ) The first is shown in Figure 13 (A), and plots the logarithm of the number of
distinct worker size types, or physical castes, as a function of the logarithm of colony size. The
number of physical castes clearly correlates well with colony size, and increases disproportionately
slowly, as we would expect of a hierarchical system. The second plot is shown in Figure 13 (B),
and it uses the ratio of maximum to minimum head width for workers in ant colonies as a proxy for
the number of physical ant types within the colony: if the “maxmin head ratio” is doubled, there is,
informally, twice as much room for physical size differences in ants, and so we might expect this
measurement to be proportional to the number physical size types. The log-log plot of the maxmin
head ratio versus colony size (Figure 13 (B)) leads, again, to a strong correlation; this serves as a
replication of the first figure. Furthermore, the slopes of each plot are very similar, hovering around
+-, .
.+
, suggesting a combinatorial degree of around . Might this be due to there being, on average,
around 10 ants involved in the implementation of a colony-level expression? And if so, why 10?
As for measuring the total number of expressions in a colony, if an assumption akin to the CopyInvariance Assumption from earlier (see Subsection 3.2) holds for colonies—i.e., colonies gain
in expressive complexity by having more kinds of expressions, not more expressions in absolute
number (where, here, each expression is a combination of individual insect actions)—then colony
size can be used as a proxy for the colony’s expressive complexity. Thus, preliminary evidence
supports the conclusion that colonies as combinatorial systems increase the number of component
types, and thus follow either hypothesis (a) or (c) from the introduction.
As a final future direction, one may look at ourselves as an example colony, where human
workers (the components) combine together in an economy to create products (the expressions).
The economy may be studied as a combinatorial system longitudinally, by studying the growth in
the number of occupation types through time and also the number of different product types as a
function of time.
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Figure 13: (A) Logarithm (base 10) of the number of physical castes for workers in ant colonies versus
the logarithm (base 10) of the colony size. Data are for 24 species from Jaffe Ê Ë Ì Í and 16 species from
other places in the literature compiled by my student Michael McDannald. [Note that Jaffe mistakenly
says in the legend of his Table 1 that the caste values are the logarithm of variation, but in personal communication with him we learned that the quantities refer to the number of physical castes, as measured
by the number of bumps in the frequency distribution of sampled physical sizes in the colony.] (B)
Logarithm (base 10) of the ratio of the maximum to minimum head width for workers in ant colonies
versus the logarithm (base 10) of the colony size. We expect that this ratio should scale proportionally
with the number of distinct physical size types, and note that its slope is similar to that in (A). Also, for
each plot, when colony size is 1 we expect the number of castes and the head ratio to be 1, and we see
that the Î -intercepts are indeed each close to zero.
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4 Hierarchical laws and new levels
4.1

Why an invariant combinatorial degree?

In the previous section we saw that a number of radically different kinds of hierarchical system appear to conform to universal laws (see Table 1), suggesting there are invariant grammars underlying
each system of a given kind. Furthermore, each kind of system studied thus far increases its expressive complexity, at least in part, by increasing the number of component types, something that is
not, in principle, a necessity (i.e., Possibility (b)). In most cases the combinatorial degree appeared
to be invariant (Possibility (a)), and in some other cases it appeared to increase (Possibility (c); see
Figure 1). Although I put forth ideas for some of the kinds of system for why the scaling behavior
may be what it is, and why the combinatorial degree may be what it is, I have not discussed what
kinds of general principles might be found across these various kinds of system.
There are at least three (extra-grammatical) reasons why a hierarchical system might conform
to Possibility (a), i.e., to an invariant combinatorial degree. The first is simply that there is some
upper limit constraining it. [This is also the easiest way to make sense of those cases where the
combinatorial degree is increasing as well as the number of component types: the upper limit happens to be increasing. However, this does not help us to understand the principles underlying the
“decision” for a kind of system to follow Possibility (c).] The second is that there may sometimes
be a pressure to minimize the growth in the total number of components—not component types.
The total number of components in a system is the number of expressions times the number of
components per expression, i.e., ÏÑÐ . Supposing that the expression length is proportional to the
combinatorial degree, to minimize ÏÑÐ requires minimizing the growth rate of the combinatorial
degree, and keeping it invariant is thus optimal. This possibility only seemed relevant in our discussion the cell/organism-expression hierarchical system. The last reason I have thought of for why a
kind of system would have invariant combinatorial degree is that when systems of that kind have
more expressions, they have expressions that have, intuitively, completely novel meanings or functions. The meanings are so novel that no combination of component types from a less expressive
system could possibly capture the meaning. Instead, a new component type had to be invented,
with its own novel constituent meaning, and only with it could the new needed expressions be built.
This scenario requires that the kind of system have a compositional semantics, which means that
component types have fixed meanings, and the meaning of an expression is a function of the meanings of the constituent component types, and of the expression’s syntax. A kind of system that
increased expressive complexity only in order to obtain such “completely novel” expressions I will
call a rich kind of system. Rich kinds of systems with compositional semantics will have invariant
combinatorial degree not because of an upper bound on the invariant degree, but because it never
serves any expressive purpose to increase the combinatorial degree, as the only way to get the new,
needed expressions is by the addition of new component types instead.

4.2

Why hierarchical levels at all?

One issue we have not yet touched upon is why there should be hierarchical levels at all. We have
just taken them for granted, and sought to study the laws governing them, but given no explanation
for why there are any.
The most obvious reason concerns the combinatorial power the system achieves: a small number
of component types suffices for the construction of an exhorbitantly larger number of expressions,
and a small increase in the number of component types has a disproportionately large influence
on the number of expressions. This is, for example, why there is not an extraordinary differ-
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ence in the number of cell types between C. Elegans and mammals—about 25 and 100 cell types,
respectively—and yet the difference in expressive complexity is probably many orders of magnitudes. This is also why an adult individual with a vocabulary of around 50,000 word types can utter
an effectively infinite number of sentences. Bird vocalization, on the other hand, appears that it may
not be combinatorial, or at least not very; doubling the number of songs therefore requires doubling
the number of syllable types. There is, however, a cost to being combinatorial, i.e., a cost to having
hierarchy: the kind of system must have some apparatus by which to impose a grammar, so that
components can be combined appropriately to obtain expressions. Components must be guided
somehow, or guide themselves, into only certain allowable arrangements. Such guidance requires
information, or programming, from somewhere. For electronic devices the grammar for the user
interface is in the heads of the users. For English the grammar is, again, in the head. For cell types
the cells possess the information, and may utilize natural principles of self-organization to do much
of the work in determining the grammar. Ò Ó Ô Õ Bird vocalization may avoid this need for a grammar:
these systems may, instead, just effectively add a new syllable type every time they wish to add a
new song. In this sense, syllable types just are the songs.

4.3

Why new hierarchical levels?

In all the discussion thus far, only two hierarchical levels were discussed. In some of the studied
kinds of system, the levels were probably not adjacent; there were surely levels in between. For
example, there may well be levels in between that of cells and organism-expressions. And there are
certainly hierarchical levels between muscle contractions and the total behavioral repertoire.
At some point in the history of a kind of hierarchical system that has more than two levels, there
may have been fewer levels, and at some point just two levels. What reasons are there for adding
a new hierarchical level? What use does it serve the system? To understand this, consider a kind
of system with an invariant grammar, and having an invariant combinatorial degree Ö ×ÙØ Ú due to an
upper limit. While the system has only two hierarchical levels, the scaling relationship is given by

ÛÝÜßÞáà â ã äå æ-ç
Now suppose that a new hierarchical level is added between them, and that the number of entity
Û
types at this level is è . I will call the lowest level objects -objects, the middle level è -objects, and
Þ
Û
Þ
the highest level -objects; the number of object types at each level is , è and , respectively.
Û
Þ
Û
While it was the case that -objects combined directly to make -objects, now -objects combine
Þ
to make è -objects, which, in turn, combine to make -objects. Let us suppose that just as many
Þ
-types must be expressed as before, it is just that now their components are è -objects. And, let
Þ
Þ
us suppose that each -type requires just as many components as before; that is, each -type, or
Û
expression, now has éêè -objects in it instead of é
-objects; more weakly, I am supposing that the
Þ
Û
Þ
combinatorial degree between è and is whatever it was between and , namely Ö ×ÙØ Ú . So,
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è

Þ

The lowest level’s task has now shifted: it must now just worry about making è -objects, not Û
objects. Suppose now that the combinatorial degree for -objects is the same as it used to be, Ö ×ÙØ Ú .
Û
That is, -objects have gotten no better (or worse) at combining into higher level objects. Then it
follows that
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Now suppose we only have access to ì and í , and wish to see how they scale relative to one
another. By combining the last two equations we may solve for ì in terms of í .

ò óð ô õ1ö
ìÝîßïñ
ìÝîø÷ í ò óð ô õù ò óð ô õ1ö
ìÝîßí ò óð ô õú ò óð ô õ3ö
òû
ìëîßí óð ô õ3ü



  .
That is, ì now scales against í with exponent of not ý þ ÿ   as before, but with exponent ý þ ÿ
  . By
Thus, the combinatorial degree for the ì /í pair of levels is no longer just ÿ   , but ÿ
adding just one hierarchical level, the combinatorial degree for the ì /í system has been squared.
If it was 5, it will now be 25. The growth in the number of lowest level component types—ì
types—will thus be dramatically slowed, without losing expressive power. This is an extraordinary
gain in combinatorial degree. More generally, adding new levels would modify the combinatorial
degree from ÿ   to ÿ   . Adding hierarchical levels, then, allows systems to exponentially increase their combinatorial degree, and accordingly to keep their number of lowest-level component
types very low! Miniscule changes in the the number of ì types results in an explosion of new
expressions at the highest level.
This is why organisms vary so astronomically in complexity, yet vary so little in number of cell
types; there are hierarchical levels in between. This is why such a small number of phonemes—
typically around 40—can produce effectively infinitely many complex ideas; there are many hierarchical levels in between. This is why the variability in the number of muscle types among mammals
is low, and yet the highest level behavioral repertoires would appear, intuitively, to vary wildly between the apparently less behaviorally complex mammals and ourselves. Generally, if one looks at
the towers of hierarchical levels in organisms, and focuses at whatever is the rock bottom lowest
level, we expect to find that the number of component types at that level has stayed invariant across
organisms, the reason being that the combinatorial degree for it in building whatever are the objects
at the highest level should be so large that the growth in the number of component types is effectively zero. For example, a combinatorial degree of 25 would imply that ì î í    . Supposing
ü
the proportionality is equality here, when ì , í   ý   . Suppose that a system wants a bit
more expressions than this. Then ì will increase to 3, in which case the system will suddenly be
ü   ý 
ü
capable of 
expressions, even though it only initially wanted a little more than    ý  
ö
expressions. This is more than ý     times more than the system initially wanted. As systems
of that kind become more expressive, they will not need to increase ì again until their expressive
ö
complexity increases by more than ý     fold, and they will thus appear to have an invariant number of component types, when, in fact, they just have a large combinatorial degree due to the many
intervening hierarchical levels. Combinatorial degrees as high as ý   would be possible with just
four levels with combinatorial degrees between adjacent levels of, respectively, 5, 5 and 4; in such
a case, the bottom level number of component types may never have to increase over the course of
the universe to obtain the highest level expressive complexity. It is for observations of this kind that,
for example, four base pairs may forever suffice as the bottom-level component types in organisms;
or alternatively, why less than two dozen amino acids may forever be sufficient building blocks for
proteins.
These observations give us another possible interpretation for hierarchical systems that appear
to follow Possibility (c), i.e., where the number of component types and the combinatorial degree
increases. The earlier interpretation was that the expression length was lengthening, but it is also
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possible, instead, that a hierarchical level is being added between the two. A new hierarchical
level will not appear all at once (as it did in my simple example above). Instead, it will appear
incrementally, and thus we would expect to see the combinatorial degree increasing incrementally.
In a certain sense, adding a hierarchical level does increase the expression length, since there are
more objects involved in each ! -object, so increasing expression length is just a more general
interpretation, consistent with the possibility of the addition of a new hierarchical level.
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